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NEW QUESTION: 1
Robinson is a botanist whose dream is to reestablish an
authentic pre-human piece of Hawaii, a place now awash with
introduced species of plants and animals.
A. whose dream it is to reestablish an authentic pre-human
piece of Hawaii,
B. that is dreaming to reestablish an authentic pre-human piece
of Hawaii,
C. who has the dream to reestablish an authentic pre-human
piece of Hawaii,
D. who it is his dream to reestablish an authentic pre-human
piece of Hawaii,
E. whose dream is to reestablish an authentic pre-human piece
of Hawaii,
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The best answer is B.
According to the passage, when negative social information is

encountered by a person with a highly elevated level of
self-perception, it may lead to violence.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security analyst performs various types of vulnerability
scans.
Review the vulnerability scan results to determine the type of
scan that was executed and if a false positive occurred for
each device.
Instructions:
Select the Results Generated drop-down option to determine if
the results were generated from a credentialed scan,
non-credentialed scan, or a compliance scan.
For ONLY the credentialed and non-credentialed scans, evaluate
the results for false positives and check the findings that
display false positives. NOTE: If you would like to uncheck an
option that is currently selected, click on the option a second
time.
Lastly, based on the vulnerability scan results, identify the
type of Server by dragging the Server to the results.
The Linux Web Server, File-Print Server and Directory Server
are draggable.
If at any time you would like to bring back the initial state
of the simulation, please select the Reset button.
When you have completed the simulation, please select the Done
button to submit. Once the simulation is submitted, please
select the Next button to continue.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
1. non-credentialed scan- File Print Server: False positive is
first bullet point.
2. credentialed scan - Linux Web Server: No False positives.
3. Compliance scan- Directory Server

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which feature in R77 permits blocking specific IP addresses for
a specified time period?
A. Block Port Overflow
B. HTTP Methods
C. Local Interface Spoofing
D. Suspicious Activity Monitoring
Answer: D
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